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BLOCKCHAIN: 
much more than a database



BLOCKCHAIN IS A DISTRIBUTED LEDGER



BLOCKCHAIN IS A DISTRIBUTED LEDGER

Blockchain is a decentralized,
distributed electronic database
shared across a public or
private network.

Every transaction in a
blockchain database is shared
among a number of users, each
one verifying that the database
is accurate and preventing
unauthorized transactions from
being completed.

It operates in a transparent
environment without the need
for a trusted authority to
validate information



BLOCK-CHAIN

BC creates an indisputable digital trail of transactions



Disintermediation Transparency

Security Immutability

Automation

BLOCKCHAIN: Key features



BLOCKCHAIN: the 21° Century Technology
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SOME CRITICAL REMARKS:

1. «Blockchain technology can potentially assist with creating a register of unregistered IP rights as it can
easily provide evidence of the time of creation and rights management information (if applicable)»

Blockchain is a transactional ledger! 

- There are several easier technologies which can be used to provide prior use and/or mere existance (see
next slide) 
- Which are even better than BC which is immutable (controversy on authorship)

2. «A blockchain-based registry … would only be useful if an authoritative and trusted third party, such as an
IP office or a Collective Management Organization was involved»

One of the key features of blockchain is disintermediation: in a BC no central authority is required to
validate and verify the transactions because of the presence of the consensus protocol which is a core part
of any Blockchain network.



27th May, 2020
WIPO launches WIPO PROOF

An easy-to-use global, online service
that rapidly generates tamper-proof
evidence proving that a digital file
existed at a specific point in time



WHAT ARE THE EFFECTIVE BENEFITS OF A
BLOCKCHAIN-BASED REGISTRY FOR
COPYRIGHT?

And HOW SHOULD IT BE DESIGNED TO
ACHIEVE THEM? Public vs Private?



Provide Authenticity (Garbage In, Garbage Out)

Avoid Double spending (off-chain transaction)

Matter of Law: Legislative reform needed

WHAT A COPYRIGHT BC-BASED REGISTRY 
CAN / CAN’T

Increase Transparency

Increase capital rising opportunities

Reduce piracy (content ID)

digital works fully uploaded (?)



Increase control over licensee

More effective payment for authors

disintermediation in distribution (?)

Commoditization (Google e-books)

Where technology would allow to create a system according to which not only
copyright management but also its exploitation (of digital works) will require to take
place on the blockchain (transaction)



Today national registration and recordation systems are centralized ledgers.
Some national authorities are planning to transform it into a transparent private
blockchain.

Such a blockchain will not be (more) immutable (centralized) nor will give more
warranties on paternity or avoid double spending.

But it can by the way increase the opportunities for authors to raise money offering
license contracts to the public.
Moreover, where the works were fully stored on-chain (scalability!), blockchain can
also lead to

- reduce the risk of piracy/reinforce copyright protection (Transparency)
- provide a safer storage

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS



Would a public blockchain be better?

No, as finding a fair consensus protocol could be challenging. The best would be to create a worldwide
private BC-based registry with each IP authority acting as a node (a global ledger).

Finally, someone argues that blockchain could also provide a ledger for recording smart contracts with
consumers.
This will bring some additional benefits for authors (transparency; disintermediation in payments) and
for users (commoditization).

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS



Thank you!
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